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Synopsis.-The maximum load on a proposed transmission graphically. (2) By means of a circle diagram the system is tested
system must be within the steady-state power limit of the system for for stability with the maximum proposed load on the system.
stability of operation. Two methods of calculating steady-state sta- All formulas from published references necessary for the calcula-
bility are given in detail and illustrated by examples. (1) The given tions are included and all calculations are given in full so that
transmission system is replaced by a simple equivalent system; then similar studies can readily be made by an engineer who has not
the steady-state power limit of this equivalent system is determined previously made a study of the subject of stability.

mHE object of this paper is to give two methods of excitations and at the given excitations no more power
determining the stability of operation of a proposed can be transmitted. Therefore, when the voltage
transmission system under steady-state conditions. starts to drop it will continue to drop, for there is no

The calculations will be given in detail so that voltage at which the load can be transmitted with those
the engineer who has not previously made a study of excitations.
the subject will have no difficulty in applying the tests When a generator and motor are on the same bus, at
for stability to his system. The first method is by no-load, neglecting no-load losses, their induced volt-
means of an equivalent circuit and the second by means ages are in phase. Keeping the excitations on motor
of a circle diagram. Both methods are based on and generator constant as the motor is gradually
theorems which are exact, but in order to fit the trans- loaded, the phase displacement between the excitation
mission system to the theorems certain assumptions voltages of motor and generator increases with load
must be made. The results will therefore be approxi- until the machines fall out of step. The load at which
mate to the extent to which the assumptions approxi- the machines fall out of step is the maximum load and
mate actual conditions. the angle is the maximum power angle. This angle and
Formerly when a transmission system was proposed, the power corresponding to it can be calculated.

it was customary to make the line calculations for Power corresponding to an angle greater than the
voltage regulation and losses for the maximum load maximum power angle can also be calculated although
conditions, and to select the generators, transformers it cannot be delivered.
and synchronous condensers to fit these conditions. In the simple transmission system consisting of a
There was nothing in such calculations to indicate synchronous generator supplying power to a synchro-
that the system would be stable, but fortunately the nous motor over a line having resistance and reactance,
length of line and maximum load have been such that but no appreciable capacitance or leakance, the maxi-
cases of instability have been rare. At the present mum power that can be transmitted over the system,
time when the tendency is for longer lines and greater and the angle between the generator and motor excita-
loads, it is necessary to consider the question of stability tion voltages corresponding to maximum power, are
both for steady-state and transient conditions. Steady- not difficult to calculate. This simple system will be
state stability only will be considered in this paper. stable under a proposed load if the phase displacement

In steady-state stability the assumption is made that between the synchronous generator and synchronous
the load comes on in infinitesimal amounts so that the motor excitation voltages corresDonding to the proposed
transient caused by one increment is over before the load is less than the phase displacement which corre-
next increment is added. The criterion of steady- sponds to maximum power on the shaft of the motor.
state stability is this: Assuming that the system is When a transmission system consisting of generators,
operating satisfactorily under the assumed load con- lines with distributed constants, and the usual station
ditions, will it continue to operate satisfactorily if an load can be replaced by the simple transmission system,
increment of synchronous load is added and all ex- the maximum power that can be transmitted over the
citations remain constant? When load is added there system is easily calculated. In studying steady-state
is an increase in current and a drop in voltage before stability by means of equivalent circuits an attempt
there is any change in excitation. The voltage regu- is made to replace the complicated transmissionl system
lators then increase the excitations and normal voltage by the equivalent simple system.
is obtained. If the load on the system is _ust the
amount which can be transmitted at excitations whichEQIANTLE
correspond to normal voltage, any increase in synchro- Dr. E. A. Kennelly2 has shown that a line with dis-
nous load will cause instability because the voltage must tributed constants can be replaced by either an equiva-
drop before the voltage regulators can increase the lent w or Tlineinwhich theconstants arelumped. The

wr line consists of a line with a shunt at each end and
1. Control Station Engineering Dept., General Electric Co.
Presented at the ilidwinter Convention of the A. 1. E. E., 2. "Application of Hyperbolic :Functions to Electric Engi-

New York, Feb. 8-11, 1926. neering Problemns."
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Feb. 1926 CLARKE: STEADY-STATE STABILITY IN TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 23

the T line of a line with a shunt at the center. The imaginary parts of cosh v Z Y are'also'given inFig. 1.
nominal -v is formed by placing the total impedance of To Obtain the Correcting Factors from Fig. 1.
the actual line in the line or architrave of the 7r and one- Let cosh V/ Z Y = a, + j a2
half the admittance in each shunt or pillar. The nomi-
nal T is formed by placing one-half the total impedance sinh VZY
of the actual line in each arm of the T and the total vzZ Y
admittance in the shunt or staff. The nominal 7r and
T lines are not exact equivalents of the actual line, but tanh (VZ Y/2)

______ ____________ /2~ ~z_
1.5 0.25

Calculate ft1 and r Ix, where f is frequency in cycles per
second, 1 is length of line in miles and r and x are the

.o 020_0 2 resistance and reactance respectively.
Enter the chart using the product of frequency and

length of line (or length of line at given frequency) as

0.95 < X R/x 0.15 z- abscissa and read off the real parts a,, /3i and yi of
L I I\ VR/X.i S 9othe three vectors corresponding to the calculated value

of r/, using the scale on the left. The imaginary
I 0.90 XX _ 0,10- parts a2, 02 and Y2 have been divided by r 'x. Read

a2/(r./x), /32/(r/x) and Y2,1(r/'x), using the scale to the
o3 t IC-right. To obtain a2, ,2 and Y2 the values taken from0~~~~~~~~~~

uj 0.85 F _______ 0.05 o the curves must be multiplied by r/x.
U t / sl XR/X=4 2 8 ~~Fig.l1wasmadeby replacing the hyperbolicefunctionst~ ~ ~~i)'C,5Rzo by their equivalent series, expressing Z and Y in terms

0.80___ ____I-@ l of resistance, capacitance and inductance (leakancee
t<7< R/x 19Wl 1 ~~~neglected), and giving the results in terms of r/x and

X \ t ~~~f1, making use of the fact that the product of inductance

0.75 .., , , .,(1 and capacitance is practically constant for overhead
0 5000 10,000 15,000 20,000 lines. See AppendiBX.

FREQUENCY, CYCLES PER SECOND X LENGTH OF LINE, MILES Pow er at a Point Withzin the Equivallent iv.The

25!~ 0 100 200, 300 ,400 500 600 700 800, w-line viewed from either end is an exact equivalent
60~0EGT50 10015020025030035 of the line with distributed constants but the current

and voltage at any point in the architrave of the iv do
FIG.~1-OsE HYPROIFUCON not correspond to current and voltage on the actual

cosh V Z Y = 1+ ~2 + * = al +j a2 line. Let the wr-line in Fig. 2 be the equivalent iv
sinhZi 1+Y_ of the line A B with distributed constants. Although

__Z_ =1 2 +. =4,1±+ 2 the current at dis the same as the current at B,the
tanli W Z Y/2 - Y1 + j 72 current at c has no counterpart in the actual line. The

V/ Z Y/2 power at d is the same as the power at B, but the power

by applying connecting factors to them the equivalent
iv and T lines are obtained which are exact equivalents a L d_
of the actual line.

Correcting Factors for Converting th,e Nomninal iv or T AB Z3,yY,t
Line Into the Equivalent iv or T. The correcting factors -I I
which must be applied to convert the nominal iv or T

FIG. 2-A. LINE A B WITH DISTRIBUTED CONSTANTS
sinh V/ Z Y B. EQUIVALENT ,r = LINE

into the equivalentivror Tare VZz - to be ap-

at c is the power at d plus the powe4xlost in shunt Z4.
plied to the architrave of the iv and the staff of the T and When the power is known at b and c it can be calculated
tanh (V/ /2 at a and d.Z/)to be applied to the pillars of the iv

V/ZY/2 -SYNCHRONOUS IMPEDANCE

and the arms of the T. It is understood that the synchronous impedance of a
Z is the total conductor impedance and Y is the synchronous generator or motor is not constant.

total dielectric admittance. For short lines the nomi- However, given the characteristics of the machine and
nal iv or T line is the same as the equivalent iv or T. the conditions of operation, it is possible to find an

Fig. 1 gives the real and imaginary parts of these equivalent synchronous impedance which may be con-
correcting factors. For convenience the real and sidered constant for the case under consideration. In
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24 CLARKE: STEADY-STATE STABILITY IN TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS Transactions A. I. E. E.

the work which follows constant synchronous impedance parallel and a motor whose impedance is the impedance
refers to this equivalent synchronous impedance. of the actual motor and shunt at the motor end in

For the synchronous condenser it is necessary to parallel; but power on the fictitious system correspond-
find an equivalent excitation as well as an equivalent ing to breakdown power on the actual system occurs
synchronous impedance. This is discussed at greater when the phase displacement between equivalent
length in Appendix E. motor and generator excitation voltages is the total

impedance angle of the fictitious system plus 2 (02 - 02)-EQUIVALENT GENERATOR where 02 is the impedance angle of the actual motorIf a system consist of a synchronous generator and and 02' the impedance angle of the equivalent motor.
synchronous motor, both of constant synchronous The proof is given in Appendix D.
impedance, connected by a line with a shunt at the When 2 (02-02) = 0 deg., the fictitious system
generator end, this system can be replaced for all becomes an equivalent system, for the power at break-
points beyond the shunt by a system unchanged down on the two systems will be the same. When
beyond the shunt, but having a new generator whose resistance is neglected in the motor and motor end shunt
impedance is the impedance of the generator and shunt 2 (02 - 02') = 0 deg. or 360 deg.
in parallel and whose excitation voltage Since no limitation is placed on the shunt impedances

Z, Z, Zs in the proofs given in the Appendix, in addition to
= z= E1 where F1 is the representing the capacitance in the line, they may

represent reactors, resistance load or any other dead
actual generator excitation voltage, Z1 is the generator load
impedance and Zs is the shunt impedance.

This will be an exact equivalent, for the power at EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT METHOD
breakdown on the two systems will be same. The Graphical Solution. When the actual system has
proof is given in Appendix C (b). been replaced by the equivalent simple system, the

EQUIVALENT MOTOR
A B 2~ AIf a system consist of a synchronous generator and E'_ E 2

synchronous motor, both of constant synchronous
impedance, connected by a line with a shunt at the -
motor end, this system can be replaced for all points in p
front of the shunt by a system unchanged up to the E,
shunt, but having a new motor whose impedance is R
the impedance of the motor and shunt in parallel

Z22Z, - E2and whose excitation voltage E2' = E2 \+ /Z2,BZ2-HZ, -
Q

Zs FiG. 3-A. EQUIVALENT TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
=~ 2 z z ,where E2 is the actual motor excitation B. GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM POWER

Z2+ Z, Y

OVER THE EQUIVALENT TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

voltage, Z2 is the motor impedance and Z, is the shunt
impedance; but power on the fictitious system corre- maximum power which can be transmitted may be
sponding to breakdown power on the actual system obtained graphically.
occurs when the phase displacement between the Let Fig. 3A represent the simple equivalent system,
generator and equivalent motor excitation voltages is where
the total impedance angle of the fictitious system plus a 45 = r + j x = the impedance of the equivalent line.
constant angle, 2 (02 - 02'), where 02 is the impedance Z1 = r1 + j x1 = the actual generator impedance.
angle of the actual motor and 02' is the impedance angle Z1' = r1 ' + j x1 = the equivalent generator impedance
of the equivalent motor. The proof is given in Ap- formed by taking the shunts at the generator end of the
pendix C (b). line in parallel with the generator impedance.

= r2 + j X2 = the actual motor impedance.
EQUIVALENT SYSTEM AND VOLTAGE REGULATORS Z2 = r2 + j X2/ = the equivalent motor impedance
If a system consists of a synchronous generator and formed by taking the shunts at the motor end of the

synchronous motor, both of constant synchronous line in parallel with the motoriimpedance.
impedance, connected by a line with a shunt at each E1 = excitation voltage of the actual generator
end, voltage being maintained at the ends of the line, F2 = excitation voltage of the actual motor.
this system can be replaced for all points of the line by F1' = excitation voltage of the equivalent generator
a system consisting of the sam-e line without shunts, z
a generator whose impedance is the impedance of the = F1
actual generator and shunt at the generator end in
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Feb. 1926 CLARKE: STEADY-STATE STABILITY IN TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 25

E2' excitation voltage of the equivalent motor Algebraic Solution-Resistance Neglected. When re-
sistance is neglected and equal voltages are maintained

-E2 Z2 at the ends of the line a simple formula can be derivedZ2 for the power delivered.
EA = terminal voltage at the generator end of the Let

line. X1i' = the equivalent generator reactance.
EB = terminal voltage at the receiver end of the line. X2' = the equivalent motor reactance.
Zt = (r+jx+r1'+ix11+r2' +jx2') = Rt +jXt X = the equivalent line reactance.

=zt ejot VA = VB = magnitude of line terminal voltages,
= total impedance of the equivalent system. EA and EB.

Since resistance is neglected the total impedance
0, = tan-' = total impedance angle. angle is 90 deg. and this is the breakdown angle of theequivalent system. Laying off the voltage drops as

described above, Fig. 4 is obtained. Since resistance is
62 = tan-'-- = impedance angle of the actual neglected, the power at all points of the circuit is the

r2 same. Since the line terminal voltages are equal, the
motor. power factor at S, the center of the line, is unity.

x2
°2t = tan-' , =impedance angle of the equiva-2 ~~~r2

El 1lx
lent motor. E A

Calculate a' = Ot + 2 (02- 2') E IX/2
Since there are no shunts in the equivalent or ficti- EBIX/2

tious system the same current will flow in all parts of
the circuit. Taking current as standard phase, lay off Ix2
Q B A P=I (r2'+j x2')A+I (r+j x)+I (r1'+j x1')
to any convenient scale, Fig. 3B. The value of this Q
scale will be determined when the construction has been FIG. 4-GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM POWER
completed and the position of point 0 determined. Over the equivalent transmission system, when resistance is neglected
There are two conditions which determined the

position of point o. Maximum power = Power at S = ES . I . cos 6 where1.sitiona' point
±2(62 ES is the voltage at S, I current and cos 6 = 1.

1. ae' = 0, + 2 (02 02')
2. The ratio between the magnitudes of EA and EB 2=Q S2=S . Sp=I2 (X1'+-) (X2' -X)

or between E1' and E2' is known. For a regulated line 2 2
EA and EB are given, and for a line without voltage
regulators E1' and E2' can be calculated from the known __X _2
values E1 and E2. Es2 O S2 = O 2 - BS2 = VB2 _2 2

Consider the case of the regulated line: To satisfy
the first condition join P and Q and at P draw P R VB2
making an angle (900- a') with P Q. With R, the * 12 = X 2 xX X
intersection of PR with the perpendicular bisector of (2 XI+ 2 (X2'+
P Q, as a center and R P as radius describe arc p Q. and 2 2 2
If point 0 lies on this are, the first condition will be E_
satisfied. To satisfy the second condition, find a series IX=i,-(x' + ) (X2' + X
of points whose distances from A and B are in the ratio 2 2
EA/EB and draw a curve through them. 0 will lie on
the intersection of this curve with the arc P Q. Pa I E 1
The scale of the vector diagram is determined, for Imax -

I
-

O B = EB. All voltage drops are now given in terms
of EB. EB is known, therefore all voltage drops are V X'- {, X
known and the current can be calculated. The power B 1+2J 2+2J
factor angle, 6,canbemeasured. - { 2 { t, XK (1)*
Maximum Power at B = EB.1I. cos 6. (- +±X1'+ 2 J tX2±+ 2 J
The impedances, voltages and currents may be

expressed in ohms, volts and amperes respectively or When VB = 100 per cent and the motor and generator
in per cent, as is most convenient. *This equation was first developed by Mr. C. A. Nickle.
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26 CLARKE: STEADY-STATE STABILITY IN TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS Transactions A. I. E. E.

have the same impedance (Xi' = X2'), equation (1) XI X3
becomnes X1' = equivalentgeneratorreactance = Xi + Xs

Xi 2 _- X2 X4
Pmax =22 2 (2) X2' = equivalentmotorreactance = X2 + X4Pmax =

X 2 X 2 2 2+X
('X )±x+Xi, + A) Then2 ~~~2

When X = 0, which is the case for a motor and X (112) (- 254) - 200 per cent
generator on the same bus, (112 - 254)

prnax = ___ 1The maximum power by equation (2) isRmax - v
x

When Xl' = X2' = 0, which is the case for infinite Xi, + 2 2.00 + 0.24
busses at the ends of the line, X 2 {Xi/ X 2 0.055 + 5.00

- 1 t 2 J +t 1 +~~~22P
=

a

_ (x± (4±Pll(ix =-X 44.4 per cent on 100,000-kv-a. base = 44,000 kw.
b. Assume a 45,000-kv-a. generator and an equalAPPLICATION OF THE FICTITIOUS OR EQUIVALENT

SYSTEM TO STEADY-STATE STABILITY PROBLEMS 400
1. Effect of Capacitance in the Line. The effect of \ \

the capacitance in the line upon the stability of the sys- 320
tem is apparent, for when the impedance of the shunt at 0 280
the generator end of the equivalent wr-line is taken
in parallel with the generator impedance, the impedance
of the equivalent generator is greater than the actual z Mi'e'
generator impedance. The same is true at the motor w 160 00 Mile
end. Therefore capacitance in the line, although it 3 °120 \ Miles
reduces the line impedance by the correcting factor

rt 80 35Mie3, has the effect of increasing the generator and motor
impedances and thus may reduce the power that can
be transmitted over the line. 0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Example: Take a 220-kv., 300-mile, 60-cycle line, PERCENT IMPEDANCE OF GENERATOR

connecting a synchronous generator supplying load to a Kv-a. BASE
synchronous motor. For s y nFIG. 5-MAXIMUM SYNCHRONOUS LOAD DELIVERED OVER 220-synchronous mtotor. For simplicity neglect resistance Kv., -CYCLE, TRANSMISSION LINES OF VARIous LENGTHS

in th e lin e, g e e r ato r n d m oto . T h e f ctitio u s y ste m

When resistance is neglected. Synchronous generators and motorsthen becomes the equivalent system. assumed to have equal synchronous impedances. (Transformer impedance
Assume the following line constants per mile: included in generator impedance)

x = j 0.813 ohms per mile and y = j 5.22 X 10-6mhos motor, each of 100 per cent synchronous reactance onper~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~mtrmile.00prcntsnhonu ectneoper mile. their own rating, and 45,000-kv-a. transformers of 14The correcting factors, : and y, from Fig. 2 corre-
sponding tof X 1 = 60 X 300 = 18,000 and rlx = 0 are per cent rn100n000 k1 c 5 -

/3 = 0.937 + j 0 and y = 1.033 + j0pecnto10,0kya
The equivalent r-line has the architrave impedance X = X (254) (-254) cc and P 0.0.937 x j 0.813 x 300 = j 229 ohms and the pillar = = (254 -254)

admittance 1.033 X j 5.22 X 10-6 X 300/2 = j 0.00810 If there were no capacitance in this line X would bemhos, or the pillar impedance - j 1233 ohms.
Assume that voltage is held on the high side of the 2.54 + 0.252 2.7950.4 per cent, and Pmiax =0.6+78 = 7 86transformers at 220 kv. at each end, and express the 0.06 + 7.80 7.86

above reactances as per cent on a 100,000-kv-a. base. 35.5 per cent on 100,000-ky-a. baseX = 47.3 per cent = line reactanee
X3= =4=-254 per cent = shunt reactances

(a) Assume a 100,000-ky-a, generator and an equal CURVES FOR ESTIMATING MAXIMUM POWER
motor, each of 100 per cent synchronous reactance. The curves in Fig. 5 were calculated for 60 cycles and

Let Xl = generator +~transformer reactance = 112 various lengths of line, assuming reactance of 0.813
per cent on 100,000-ky-a. base. ohms per mile and capacity susceptance of 5.22 X 10-6

X2= motor + transformer impedance = 112 per mhos per mile, 220 kv. was maintained at each end of
cent on 100,000-ky-a. base. the line, resistance was neglected in the line and in
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Feb. 1926 CLARKE: STEADY-STATE STABILITY IN TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 27

the generators and motors which were assumed of Step-up transformers: 270,000 kv-a. total
equal synchronous impedances. 2 per cent resistance

These curves can be used as a first approximation. 12 per cent reactance
They give a rough idea of the power which can be trans- 13,200-220,000 volts.
mitted. Resistance is neglected, so the values for that Step-down transformers: 240,000 kv-a. total,
reason are optimistic, but the load is assumed all 2 per cent resistance
synchronous motor load, which is pessimistic. These 12 per cent reactance
values should be used for estimating purposes only, 210,000-13,200 volts
or to show qualitative effects on the system. Generators: 270,000 kv-a. total

For example, given that the generator and motor 0.9 power factor, 13,200 volts
impedance (plus transformers) are 112 per cent on 100percent synchronousimpedance.
200,000 ky-a, or 56 per cent on 100,000 ky-a, from the200000kv-. o56percen on100000kv-. fom he Voltage regulators will maintain 220 kv. and 200curves in Fig. 5, 73,000 kw. can be transmitted over Vlaergltr ilmiti 2 v n 0kv. at the generator and receiver ends respectively ona 500-mile line and 118,000 kw. over a 250-mile line, the low sides of the transformers (assuming a one-These values indicate the order of magnitude of the to-one ratio of transformation). The magnetizing
maximum power which can be transmitted.

If two 500-mile lines, instead of one, connect the current in the transformers will be neglected.
generator and motor in the above example, the generator Conductor impedance = Z = 250 (0.151 + j 0.813)
plusntransforadmetrImane percircuitis11e pereneator = (37.8 + j 203.2) ohmsplus transformer impedance per circuit is 112 per cent Dielectric admittance = Y = 250 (O + j 5.22 X 10-6)on 100,000-kv-a. base and only 18,000 kw. per circuit, = j 0.001305 mhos
or 36,000 kw. total, can be transmitted over the two

linesas aainst73,00 kw overone ine.Step-up transformer impedance = TS = (3.59 + j 21.5)lines as against 73,000 kw. over one lne.
2. Reactor Across the Generator Terminals. If a ohms, referred to high side

reactor is placed across the generator terminals the Step-down transformer impedance Tr (3.67 +
effect is opposite to the effect produced by the eapacity 1 22.1) ohms referred to high side
shunt. The reactor reduces the equivalent generator . _1
impedance so that more power can be transmitted over 34.5+j 194.6) Ohms
the system. It must be remembered that the excitation ~~~~~~~~~~00
on the generator is increased by the use of a reactor, but
when full field is not being used on the generator, a +
reactor increases the power that can be transmitted by TOO
the same amount that a generator of the same rating
would do. Since reactors ate cheaper than generators, FIG. 6-EQUIVALENT -n

OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE ALONE
a reactor of the size that would put full excitation on the
generator can be used to advantage to increase the Generator impedance = Z,= 0 + j 179.2 ohms re-
stability of the system. ferred to high side.

3. Power Limits of a Long Line. From Fig. 1 corresponding to f 1 = 15,000 and rlx
= 0.186a. Limit of the line alone. cosh 8 Z Y A* = al +j a2 = 0.8700 + 0.0236

b. Limit of the line and transformers.
c. Limit of the line transformers and generator. Sinh Z Y

1 + j 2 = 0.9563 + 0.0080
d. Limit of the system with various kinds of load. Z/Z Y

1. Synchronous motors. tanh V/Z Y'/2
2. Lights and synchronous motors. vZ Y'2 ='Yi +±1 Y2 = 1.0227 - j 0.0043
3. Lights, induction motors, synchronous
motors andhts,induction motrsynchronous cSince voltage will be held on the low sides of the

transformers it will be necessary to express the line4. Same as (3) but with a generator supplying as an equivalent T-line, then adding in the transformers,local load.
A line with generator and transformers will be selected obtain a T-line which represents line and transformers.A ; This T-line can be replaced by its equivalent ir-line.3then the maximum power will be obtained for the speci- A f a c b

fled conditions. ~~~~transformer impedances directly to the architrave
Given:
A three-phase, 60-cycle, 250-mile line, of the equivalent wr.' ' . ~~~~~~~~Figs.6, 7, 8 and 9 give the equivalent wr of the lineLine cnstant:r =0.151 hms pe milealone, the equivalent T of the line alone, the equivalent

x= 0.813 ohms per mile T of the line and transformers, and the equivalent Xr
y = 5.22micromhos per mile*To be used for cilrcle diagram following.

Leakance = 0. 3. ' Application of Hyperbolic Functions,"' Appendix E.
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28 CLARKE: STEADY-STATE STABILITY IN TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS Transactions A' I. E. E.

of the line and transformers. Fig. 10 gives the equiva- The power lost in the shunt must be subtracted to
lent -r of the line alone with the transformer impedances obtain the power delivered to the load.
added to the architrave impedance. The equivalent 200 200,000
ir of the line and transformers can also be obtained Power lost in shunt = 3 X - x - (0.0000028)
from the circuit constants representing the line and V/3 V/3
transformer used in constructing the circle diagram. = 112 kw.
The limit of the line alone and of the line and trans- Limit of the line alone = 187,000 kw.

formers may be obtained by using equation (7) Ap- b. Limit of the line and transformers with 220
pendix C (a). kv. and 200 kv. maintained at the generator and receiver

Vl__ V2 = 192Ohs
Pmax = (i-- cos 0), where V1 and V2 are E1i 792P. -A B2z V, Z,5 (39.6+j232.1)0hms l3 Z2

terminal voltages at the generator and receiver ends

(19.8+j 103.9) Ohms (19.8+j 103.9) Ohms

8°e FIG. 11-EQUIVALENT OF THE LINE AND TRANSFORMERS
° With synchronous generator and motor. Impedances are in ohms

referred to the high side.
FIG. 7-EQUIVALENT T OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE ALONE

ends respectively on the low sides of the transformers
(23.4+j 125.4) Ohms (23.5+j 126.0)Ohms (assuming a one-to-one ratio of transformation).

-o From the equivalent -r of the line and transformer,
Fig. 9
Z = 39.6 + j 232.1

FIG. 8-EQUIVALENT T OF THE LINE AND TRANSFORMER Z = 235.6 ohms, 0 = 80.3 deg.

Z5=(39.6+j 232.1) Ohms 220 X 200 200
Pmax 235.6 [1 220

w - 158,700 kw.
.,E1.- +tI Power lost in shunt = 200 X 200,000 (0.0000045)

+ = 180 kw.
>T! > 1 N Limit of the line and transformers = 158,500 kw.

c. Limit of the line, transformers and generator,
FIG. 9-EQUIVALENT XOF THE LINE AND TRANSFORMERS with 220 kv. and 200 kv. maintained at the generators

and receiver ends respectively on the low sides of the
E= (41.8+j238.2)Ohms o transformers (assuming a one-to-one ratio of trans-

formation) is obtained by assuming a motor of zero
impedance or an infinite bus at the receiver end.

T
coo

A c E,
Z 1(0.04+j 51.1) SO Z6=(99+j 58.o) 0/o z2

FIG. 10-EQUIVALENT OF THE LINE ALONE
With transformers impedances added to the architrave impedance 0

(approximate)

TN
respectively, Z is total impedance, and 0 total im- N

FIG. 12-EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF LINE, TRANSFORMERS,pedance angle. ~~~~~~~~~GENERATOR AND MOTiORa. Limit of the line alone with 220 kv. and 200 kv. meacsaei EEAO N OO
Impedances are in per cent on a 100,000-kv-a. base. 100 per cent

maintained at the generator and receiver ends of the voltage 200kv
line respectively on the high sides of the transformers.
From the equivalent wr of the line alone, Fig. 6. Fig. 11 represents the line with end shunts and a
Z = 34.5 + j 194.6 ohms motor and generator each of constant synchronous
z = 198 ohms, 6 = 80 deg. impedance. The power at d, that is the power de-

220 200 ~1livered to the load, will be the power at c minus the

3>3 X V/3 F 200 1 power lost in Z4. Fig. 12 gives the eq uivalent circuit

Pmaz 198 L- 220 (0.1736) i 103 with the impedances in per cent on a 100,000-ky-a.
base. 100 per cent voltage = 200 kv. The shunt

= 187,000 kw. Z3 has been combined in parallel with the generator
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impedance. The shunt Z4 has not been combined with making the graphical construction as described above,
the motor impedance. Fig. 15 is obtained.
The voltages and impedances in per cent from Fig. Since 0 B = 100 per cent voltage, I = 112.5 per cent

12 are current and
EA = 110 per cent, EB = 100 per cent, Power factor at B = 0.943 lead.
Zl' = (0.04 + j 51.1) per cent, Z2' = ° Power at c = 1 X 1.125 X 0.943 = 1.06

= 106,000 kw.Zs = (9.9 + j 58.0) per cent, PowerlostinshuntZ4= 180kw.
Z5 + Zl' + Z2' = (9.9 + j 109.1) per cent =Z Maximum power that can be delivered to the load
a' = maximum power angle = Ot + 2 (02- 02') = 106,000 kw.

109.1 2. Resistance load of 30,000 kw., synchronous
= tan-' - 84.7 deg.

Z5= (9.9+j58.0)%
Making the graphical construction as described E E2

above, Fig. 13 is obtained. From Fig. 13 Z2 (O.04+j51.1)%A B Z> (O.07+j57.8)%
B P FIG. 14-EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

Since 0 B =100 per cent voltage, I= LOAD

1.845 motors of total capacity 170,000 kv-a. with 85.per cent
-- 1.095 - 1.685 = 168.5 per cent current. synchronous impedance.1*095 R = resistance of the resistance load shunt
Power factor at B = 0.84 lead. = 1333 ohms
Power at c = 1 X 1.685 X 0.84 = 1.415 - 333.3 per cent on 100,000 kv-a; base, 200 kv.

= 141.5 per cent on 100,000-kv-a. base Z ='= impedance of Z4 and R in parallel = (184-j 165)
= 141,500 kw. per cent

Power lost in shunt Z4 = 180 kw. Z2 = impedance of actual motor = 50 per cent

/ 3.3.3°

E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E
EA

A

\ E~~~~~~~~~~~~ /~~~ ~ ~

B

F'IG. 13-GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM POWER \!

WITH AN INFINITE BUJS AT THE RECEIVER END \BI

Lsimit ofthe line, transformers andgenerators = 141,300kw.\El
d. Limit of the system with various kinds of load.\
1. Synchronous motor load of total capacity 170,000 w

ky-a., 85 per cent synchronous impedance. X
Z2= motor impedance on 100,000-ky-a, base-=50 per FIG. 15-GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUMJPOWER

cent FOR A SYNCHRONOUrS MOTOR LOAD

Z2'= - = impedance of equivalent motor Z2 Z4'Z2 + Z4 Z2' ~~~~~=Z Z4t = impedance of equivalentimotor
= (0.07 + j 57.8) per cent2+ 4

Fig. 14 gives the equivalent circuit. = (9.8+jI- 56.1) per cent
Zt=total impedance = (10.0 + j 166.9) per cent Zt= total impedance of equivalent circuit = (19.74
0= total impedance angle = 86.6 deg. + j 165.2) per cent

62 =impedance angle of actual motor = 90 deg. 0~= 83.2 deg. = total impedance angle.
02' = impedance angle of equivalent motor = 89.9 deg. a' = at +2 (62-62') = 83.2 deg. +2(90-80.1 deg.)
2(62- 62') = 0.2 deg. - 103.0 deg.
a't = °t + 2 (62- 62') = 86.7 deg. The graphical construction is given in Fig. 16.
Using the equivalent circuit given in Fig. 14 and Since 0 B = 100 per cent
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30 CLARKE: STEADY-STATE STABILITY IN TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS Transactions A. I. E.1E.

I = 138.5 per cent and power factor at B equipment. Due to the drop in voltage at the load, the
-0.90 lead original load does not require the same power it required

Power at c = 1 x 1.385 x 0.90 = 1.248 at normal voltage if it is the average station load.
= 124,800 kw. The kw. and kv-a. taken by the original load changes

Power lost in the line shunt Z4 = 180 kw. with voltage. If voltage slightly less than normal is
Maximum power that can be delivered to the load assumed at the receiver end and the kw. and kv-a.
= 124,600 kw. corresponding to the original load at this voltage plus
3. Lights, induction motors, synchronous motors a small load increment can be transmitted over the line

and synchronous condensers. with the given generator excitation, the system is
4. Same as (3) but with generator supplying local stable, for the small increment is the contribution to

load. the additional load made by the change in phase dis-
As voltage drops on an induction motor load, the placement of the system. For the limit of stability this

power required by the load remains practically con- increment approaches zero.
stant and the power factor becomes less lagging. A The method of obtaining the general circuit constants
lightly loaded synchronous motor has the same charac- of a transmission system and the construction of the
teristics. The induction motor load, therefore, may be power circle diagram from these constants has been
replaced by an approximately equivalent synchronous described by Mr. R. D. Evans and Mr. H. K. Sels in a
motor. paper4 before the Institute.
A method of treating the synchronous condenser in GENERAL CIRCUIT CONSTANTS

the equivalent circuit is given in Appendix E.
Examples of type (3) can be solved by the equivalent The same line, transformers and generator used to

illustrate the equivalent circuit method will be used for
p the circle diagram.

The constants of the line alone are:
A = D = cosh V\Y Z = a, + j a2 = 0.8700 + i 0.0236

E' / X >-130/ Y', ~~~~~~~sinh-,IZ Y
I /EA /?All =Z =Z (1 +0j32) = 34.52 + j 194.6

xo sinh s\Z Y
I \ t ! -9 = s /ZY = C (13k + i 132)
\~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~_/ \

E a: (- 0.0104 + j 1.248) 10-3
\(a,, a2, 1 and 132 obtained from Fig. 1.)
The circuit constants of the line and the step-up and

step-down transformers, neglecting magnetizing cur-
Q rent, are calculated from Item (g) of Messrs. Evans

FIG. 16 -GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM POWER and Sels' paper5. To include magnetizing current
FOR A LOAD PARTLY RESISTANCE AND PARTLY SYNCHRONOUS Item (j) should be used instead of (g).

circuit method but the solution with the circle diagram Ao = A + C Z, = 0.8431 ±1 0.0279
is more satisfactory than the solution by the equivalent B0 = B + A (Z8 + Zr) + CZJ Zr = 39.6 +j 232.1
circuit method available at present. An example of CD C = (- 0.0104 +A 1.248) 10-3

. w. . . oq ~~~~o= A+ C Zr = 0.8424 + j 0.0280type (4) is solved by the circle diagram method. See
example (3) following. It is hoped that systems more Z. and Zr are the transformer impedances at the
complicated than the one considered here as well as sending and receiving ends respectively.
examples of types (3) and (4) will eventually be com- It is of interest to note that these constants can be
pletely represented by equivalent circuits. obtained from the equivalent wr including the line and

transformer or the equivalent wr can be obtained from
CIRCLE DIAGRAM METHOD these constants. Using the equations in Appendix F

The test for stability by this method is to assume a and referring to Fig. 9
slight increase in load and to determine if by a drop in Z1 = B, = 39.6 + j 232.1
receiver voltage this new load can be carried with the
excitations corresponding to the original load. Do-1 (-0.1576 + j0.0280)
When a system is operating at normal voltage and a Y3 = Bo = 39.6 + j 232.1

load is added there is an increase in current at the
receiver end and a drop in voltage. The power given = (0.0043 + j 0.679) 10-3
to the additional load comes from the change in phase 4. PowerLimitationofTransmission Systems, TRANSACTIONS.
displacement between the sending and receiving end of the A. I. E. E. Vol. 43, 1924, page 33.
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Ao-1 (-0.1569 + j 0.0279) The solid circles in Fig. 17 have their center at the
Y4 Bo 39.6 + j232.1 point - 0.21, - 1.60. They are drawn for various

ratios of the generator excitation voltage to the receiver
- (0.0045 + j 0.676) 10-3 voltage.
The circuit constants including the generator as well The ratio of the active and reactive power at the load

as the line and transformers are in kilovolt-amperes to the square of the receiver voltage
Aoo = Ao + Z1 C0 = 0.6193 + j 0.0260 in kilovolts is given by the dotted circle at all loads for
Boo = Z1 Do + Bo = 34.59 + i 383.1 which the ratio of the sending to the receiver voltage

where Ao, Bo, C0 and Do refer to the circuit constarqs in the circuit consisting of the line and transformers is
of the line and transformers and Z1 is the generator 1.1. The ratio of the generator excitation voltage to the
impedance. receiver voltage for these same loads may be read from

CONSTRUCTION OF THE CIRCLE DIAGRAM the solid circles.
(PR + I jR2)2 + (QR + m R2)1 = n2 ER2 Es2* The problems already solved by means of the equiva-

(R lE)e (QRo+fmERe)e = rlER2 E .mi lent circuit will now be solved by the circle diagram.
b. The power limit of the line and transformers at

volt-amperes. If the question is expressed in kilovolt- the specified voltages is obtained from the dotted circleamperes and divided by ER4 it becomes
2 at the point where the tangent to the circle is vertical.

PR 2103A m10 2 _103 Es kwr/kvr2
= 3.95, and kwr = 3.95

ER2 J + Er+- n Er / X (200)2 = 158,000 kw.

This is a circle for receiver power in terms of the c. The power limit of the generator, line and trans-

rtsending and formers is obtained from the dotted curve at the point
where the tangent to the solid circle is vertical. At this

receiving voltages. The center of the circle is at the 2 = 3.53, and kw, = 3.54 X (200)2
point-1 103,- m 103. po1nt kw.kv =

if The limit of the system with various kinds of loadAo = a, + j a2 can not be determined directly by means of the circle
and diagram. A certain load must be assumed and then

B
a= Ro+ aXO the system tested for stability with this load. If the

It alR= ± a2 XO system is stable, a larger load should be assumed, but if
R02 + X02 unstable, a test should be made with a smaller load.

a, Xo- a2 Ro If this process is continued until a load is obtained for
M = Ro2 + X02 which the system is stable, but for which there is no

margin, this will be the maximum power of the system.

B = 1 To TEST FOR STABILITY ON THE CIRCLE DIAGRAMS
V\RO2 + X02 Calculate kwr,kvr2 for the given load at normal

Two circle diagrams will be drawn; one for the line voltage and find the corresponding point on the dotted
and transformers and the other for the line transformers circle. The ratio of generator excitation voltage
and generator. Since they are both for power at the to receiver voltage is read from the solid circle cutting
receiver end in terms of receiver end voltage, they will the dotted circle at this point, and the generator excita-
be drawn on the same chart. Theratio of thevoltage tion voltage calculated. Assume a receiver voltage
on the low side of the transformer at the generator end slightly less than normal and calculate the active and
to the voltage on the low side at the receiver end for reactive power of the load corresponding to this voltage,
normal operation has been assumed 220/200= 1.1. assuming constant excitations. Divide the active
One circle with E,sEr = 1.1 will be drawn in the dia- and reactive power in kilovolt-amperes by the square of
gram for the line and transformers. A series of circles the assumed receiver voltage in kilovolts and locate
with the ratio of the excitation voltage of the generator the point on the diagram. Read El/Er at this point
to the receiver voltage having various values will be and calculate El, the generator excitation voltage. If
drawn for the line, transformers and generator. this value of El is equal to or less than the excitation

For line and transformers: voltage calculated at normal voltage the system is
1 X 103 = 0.72, m X 103 = 3.50, n X< = 4.24 stable. It is sometimes more satisfactory to select a
The dotted circle in Fig. 17 has the center -0.72, receiver voltage slightly above normal as well as one

- 3.50 and the radius 1.1 X 4.24 = 5.67 below normal; then when the corresponding calculated
For line, transformers and generator: generator excitation voltages are both higher than the

l X 103 = 0.21, m X 103 1.60, n X 103 = 2.60. excitation voltage corresponding to normal receiver
*Equation (28), A. I. E. E. TRANSACTIONS, VTol. 43, page 36.votg,heasmdldishepwrii.
tCirele Diagrams for Transmission Systems, R. D. Evans 1. Given: 170,000-ky-a, synchronous motor, 85

and H. K. Sels, Electric Jou>rnal, December 1921. per cent synchronous impedance.
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It has been shown by the equivalent circuit method 2. Given: Resistance load of 30,000 kw., and the
that 106,000 kw. is the maximum power that can be synchronous motor of example 1.
delivered to this motor. Testing by means of the circle The power delivered to a resistance load varies as the
diagram, Fig. 17, for a load of 106,000 kw., point A, square of the voltage. The power delivered to a shaft
located on the dotted circle for kw,/kvm2 = 2.65, load is practically independent of voltage. Points
gives the generator excitation voltage from the solid B, B' and B" on the circle diagram give the generator
circle passing through A as 242 kv. at normal receiver excitation voltages corresponding to receiver voltages
voltage. Point A' corresponds to 98 per cent receiver of 100 per cent, 98 per cent and 102 per cent respectively
voltage and A' to 102 per cent receiver voltage. The fo; a load of 120,000 kw., and points C, C' and C" the
corresponding generator excitation voltage in each case corresponding values for a load of 130,000 kw. The

!1 ' 1 \ 1\ \ system is stable at 120,000 kw. but unstable at 130,000
~~~~kw.

- 1rtt" 4 \ 3. Given: Total load of 180,000 kw. of which one-

o~__ \ 4 )\ [\ \ 5| third is resistance load, one-third induction motor load
P/E'or /Kvw2_\ \ and one-third synchronous motor load. The induction

motors have an average power factor of 0.7 lag at normal
voltage. The synchronous motors have 100 per cent

l l l \l lDa '
1. rsynchronous impedance, are 75 per cent loaded and are

operated at unity power factor. A 100,000-kv-a.
__F-2+EEIXolu2 1'__1__5t( synchronous condenser is placed at the load. The2~~~~l/r:" 12 1.4I 1.81Ei/Er / X. '01~6 generators at the receiver end of the line, having total

capacity of 100,000 kv-a. and synchronous impedance

3_° -ll/i/ / /1 of 100 per cent, supply 45,000 kw. to the load and part
of the reactive ky-a. needed for voltage regulation, Is

4 // the system stable?
FIG. 117-CIRCLE DIAGRAM FOR THE1 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 100 Per Cent Receiver Voltage

1.2 Et = 200 kv. = 100 per cent receiver voltage.

.0,V Pr = 135,000 kw. = total power over the line.

L0 0.8 ~~~~~P7 kw,
5I IEr2 = kVr2 = 3.375, determines location of point

.0.6
D on dotted eircle, Fig. 17.

cr 0.4

CC__ 0/ /= 1.28 read at point D, Fig. 17.
< 0.2 E

90.2 Qt4 t t j Qr = 51,200 kv-a. = total reactive power over
x p ~~~~~~~~~~~~theline.

09
0 $E,lEr = 1.385, obtained from solid circle passing
E 0.4 -- tt /5/tt/ A through D.

o 1,s=El 277 kv. = excitation voltage of generator
c,0.6 t at sending end.
z0.8 + 1 /g-<-/,4W/wl Pm+Qm = 60,000 + j 0 = synchronous motor load.

R = 60,000 + j 0 = resistance load.

ffi 121 tt < ;t~~~PP-Q = 60,000-j 61,000-=induction motor load.
12 -Qc - = + j 100,000 = reactive ky-a, of condenser.

FIG. 18-CIRCLE DIAGRAM FOR SYNCHXRONOUJS MOTOR OR -(Pg j Qg7) = - (45,000 - j 12,200) = load on
GENERATOR OF CONSTANT SYNCHRONOUS IMPEDANCE, 100,000- generators at receiver end.
KyP-A. BASE Sum = 135,000 +j 51,200 = total load over line

is just about 242 kv. which indicates that 106,000 kw. at 100 per cent voltage.
is very near the limit of stability. Fig. 18 was used Xm = 125 per cent = per cent synchronous impe-
to calculate the reactive ky-a, of the synchronous dance of motors on 100,000-ky-a, base.
motor assuming constant excitation. This method X4 = 100 per cent = per cent synchronous impe-
of calculating will be given in greater detail under dance of generators at receiver end on
Example 3. 100,000-ky-a, base.
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Xm" -( +2 = 0.75 + j 0 where Pm and Qm are Er2 = 0.135 read from Fig. 18 corresponding toEr
in per cent on 100,000-kv-a. base. Eq/Er and Xg P9'1Er2

Em/Er = 1.25 read from Fig. 18. Qc= + j 103,000 from Fig. 19.
Em = 250 kv. = excitation voltage of synchronous Qm = + j 770

motor. = -j 59,500, from Fig. 20.
(P+±Q2) .Qg = - (- j 13,000)

xg 9E2 = 0.45 - 20.122 where P and Qg are

in per cent on 100,000-kv-a. base. .88
Eg/Er = 1.21 read from Fig. 18.
E = 242 kv. = excitation voltage of generator at 0.84

receiver end.
98 Per Cent Receiver Voltage 08

Er = 196 kv. = 98 per cent.
R = 57,600 kw. = resistance load. r
Pm = 60,000 kw. = watt component of synchronous B 0.72

motor load.
PI = 60,000 kw. = watt component of induction 0.68

motor load. V
P2 = 45,000 kw. = watt component of load on

generator at receiver end. 0.60

Pr = 132,600 kw. = watt component of total load
over the line at 98 per cent voltage. 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

PERCENT FULL LOAD
3r45 C]ArFIG. 20-VARIATION OF POWER FACTOR ON AN AVERAGE

Er2 INDUCTION MOTOR WITH LOAD AND VOLTAGE

Em .250 Qr = + j 57,270 total reactive kv-a. over the line.
Er 196 1 Qr

E2 =+ i 1.49
Xm Pm 1.25 X .6 Er
Er2 (0.98)2 = Pr ± Qr

Er2 = 3.45 + 1.49, determines location of point D'.
110-- -\ 1\ \ l l\ \E,lEr =1.41, obtained from solid circle passing

through D'.
"IC 100 m\] \] \ 1 El = 276 kv., excitation voltage of generator at

the sending end.
9C - Since E1, the calculated generator excitation voltage,

° ___ \ | [ \ | j41<at 98 per cent receiver voltage is less than E1 at 100z
w I \| \| \1 t 1 1l per cent receiver voltage for the same receiver load, the
- llll system iS stable. These calculations do not indicate

the load which can be added with stability maintained.
7801 40 0 40 20 They merely indicate that the system is stable under the

LAGGING PERCENT REACTIVE Kv-a. LEADING assumed load conditions.
FIG. 19-SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSER CHARACTERISTICS W vWhen variation of kw. and kv-a. at the load with

X Q receiver voltage is known, the calculations are greatly
Er2 = 0.01 read from Fig. 18 corresponding to simplified. (Pr+ Qr)/Er2is then calculated for variousEr values of Er and the corresponding values of El/Er

Em/Er and Xm Pm/Er2 read from the circle diagram.
E2 242 In the examples which have been considered a single
Era 196 = 1.235 generating station supplies power over one circuit to a- r ~~~~~~~~~~~~singlereceiving station. In more complicated systems

X2 P27 1.00 X 0.45 where it may be necessary to cut and try, the circle
Er2 (0.98)2 = 0.469 diagram can be used to advantage for the various parts

of the system.
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phases of the subject. \ 2 24 720 40320

Appendix A - a, + ja2
NOTATION sinh VZ Y Z Y Z2 Y2 Z3 Y3

Z = r+ jxx ze 6' = anyimpedance = (1+6+ 120 + 5040 ) -
x

O = tan-'- = impedance angle = 031 +ij/2r

j* =

(tanh /ZY) (sinh \/ZY) VZ Y t3, +.32E = Ve any voltage vector - c
V = magnitude of vectorEE/Z Y cosh +\Z Y a, +ja2
a = phase displacement of vector E from the refer- r

ence vector Z =1 (r + j x) = 1x( ) = total conductor
Zi = zi e0' = generator impedance +
Z2 = Z2 ei02 = motor impedance impedance
Z3 = z3 ej0' = impedance of shunt at the generator y =y (0 + j y) = I y ( + j) = total dielectric

end of the equivalent 7r-line
Z4 = z4e 14 = impedance of shunt at the motor end admittance

of the equivalent 7r-line j_r
Z5 = z5 e-l" = architrave impedance of the equivalent Z I= y x( + x )

7r-line
Zt = Zt e = total impedance in the circuit Letr2Xy = 4ir'f'l'LC = Fand- = K

z_ ,jol ZI Z3 x

Z=ze - Z±+Z3 ZY= F(-1 +jK)
equivalent generator impedance Z2 Y2 = F2 (1 -K2) -j 2 K

z2 Z' Y = F { (- 1 + 3K) +j (3K- K')
Z2' =Z2'ej2= Z4 Y4 = F4 (1- 6K2 + K4)-j (4K- 4K3)

Substituting for Z Y, Z2 Y2 . . . in the above series
=equivalentmotorimpedance F F2 F

Z, + Z, = Zi, = zi, e'&0" al=1- + (1-K2) ± (-1 + 3 K2)
Z2 +Z = s = Z2se2 24 720

Zl Z2 + ZZs + Z2 Zs = Zd = z,e dF
E, = V, elal = generator excitation voltage 40320 6 + K
E = V,' eja' = equivalent generator excitation voltage
E2 = V2 ea2"= motor excitation voltage F F2 F3 F4
E2' = V2ie2' = equivalent motor excitation voltage (1 2 + 24 720 + 40320 J
EA = terminal voltage at the generator end of the line
EB = terminal voltage at receiver end of the line F2 F3 F4
Es = sending voltage -K2( F4 __ _
Er - receiver voltage 2 240 6720

Y3= admittance of shunt at the generator of the F4
equivalent w-line +±K (±4020+*.

Y4= admittance of the shunt at the motor end of the .402
equivalent wr-line /F F' F' F4

P = active power in kw. or per cent a2 =K( 2 - 12 + 240 10080±+ * )
Q = reactive power in ky-a, or per cent
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F3 F4 X2
K 720 10080 + )+ and - Ir f2 12 (L C - 0.29901 X 10-9) respectively,

F F2 F3 F4 but the percentage errors depend upon the size of F
6 120 5040+362880+ relative to unity.

Appendix C
( F2 F3 F4 Conjugate vectors will be used in the proofs which

120 1680 60480 follow. A vector E, of magnitude V, making an angle
a with the reference vector may be written E = V

K4 F (cos a + j sina) = V eia = a + j b, its conjugate vec-
\362880 + / tor will be written E = V (cos a -j sin a) V e-

= a-j b.
(32-K( F F2 F3 F4 Represented by conjugate vectors it can be proved

66 60 1680 90720 + 1
that Power = (E I + E I)

902 ±) 2t5040 90720 + J +
a. Power Exchanged Between a Generator and Motor

tanh VZ Y/2 Connected by a Line Without Shunts. Let Fig. 21

V/Z Y/2 = 7i± Y72 represent a synchronous motor and generator both of
Tanh V/Z Y'2 corresponding to a given value of f 1 is E
the same as tanh VIZ Y corresponding to one-half of -I
this value of f 1. Tanh VZ Y12 for a given value of FIG. 21-SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR AND MOTOR CONNECTED
f 1 was obtained from the previously calculated values of BY A LINE WITHOUT SHUNTS

sinhV and cosh V\Z Y corresponding to one- constant synchronous impedance connected by a line
\/Z Y without shunts.

half of the given value of f 1. For the range covered in E -E2
tanh V/Z Y/2 I = Z where E, and E2 are excitation volt-

calculating VZY/2 a2, (32 and 72 are so small
-\IZ Y112 ages and Z is the total impedance

in comparison with a,, (3 and 71 that the magnitude between them.
of these vectors is the same as the real parts and the 2 P = F2 I + E2 I
angle in radians is equal to its tangent, i. e., 0 = sin 06 E2 E E2

=E2 E12E )E2(FF)= tan 0,andcos = 1. z
tanh V\Z Y12 (1 ±+ (=2 If E2 is the reference vector, then
VZ Y/2 =1±372 al +a2 E2= E2=V2 e jo = V2

E, =.V,e ja,E,i= V, e1(x- (31
j ( a2 (32 ) Z = R eX -

R X ze
al a, (3i,~

The above equations give a,, a2, (1, (2 7i and 72 2 P = - (eJ(a-0) + e (a-0) (ej0 + e-_j)
in terms of K = r/x and F = f2 t2 (4 -2 L C). Since
L C is practically constant for overhead lines, the values Vl V2 r V2
are known when f 1 and rlx are given. In calculating P cos (a=- cos 0 (5)
these series L C was taken as 0.029901 X 10-9 which
corresponds to SID = 20, where S is flat spacing in With constant values of V, and V2 maximum power
feet and D is diameter of the conductor in inches and occurs when cos (a -6) = 1
L = 0.0021421 henrys and C = 0.013960 microfarads. X
The calculations for A and ,B were carried to five signif- .-. ax = 6 = tan-' and (6)
icant figures.R

If the product LC is different from this assumed v, v, {- V, *
value, the same percentage error will occur in F and Pmaxc = 1- V cos6i (7)
approximately the same in the imaginary parts of all
three factors. Consequently, correction for this error When V1 and V2 are in volts to neutral and z is in
can be made. The errors in the real parts a, and (3 *"Calculation of Synchronizing Power," by E. S. Henningsen,
are approximately 2 T2 f2 12 (L C-0.029901 X 10-9) G. E. Review, Nov. 1921.t
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ohms P will be in watts per phase, but if V1, V2 and
z are in per cent P will also be in per cent. an equivalent motor of impedance Z2' = 2 and

Tie Line Between Two Stations. If V1 and V2 are Z2 + a
the terminal voltages at the ends of a tie line, equation Z,
(7) gives the maximum power which can be transmitted excitation voltage E2' = E2 and power at break-
across the tie.

With constant voltage, V1, and constant phase down on the actual system will be represented by the
displacement, a, the value of V2 corresponding to maxi- power on the fictitious system corresponding to Xa phase
mum power obtained by differentiating equation (5)
with respect to V2 is

E' _E2V1 cos (aO- 0) Zl ZZ ZS

2 cos 0 FIG. 23-GENERATOR AND SHUNT OF FIG. 22 REPLACED BY
EQUIVALENT GENERATOR

if a = 0
V1 displacement between motor and generator excitation

V2 2 cos 6 (9) voltages equal to the total impedance angle of the ficti-
tious system plus the constant angle 2 (02 - 6'),

If 171 has its maximum allowable value determined where 62 is the actual motor impedance angle and 62' =
by the insulation voltage and V2 can not be greater the fictitious motor impedance angle.
than V1, equation (9) shows that for an impedance Proof: In the Actual System Represented by Fig. 22
angle, 0, greater than 60 deg., maximum power is
obtained when V2 equals V1, but for values of 0 less I EA- 2
than 60 deg. maximum power is obtained when V2 is Z2
less than V1.

b. Equivalent Generator or Equivalent Motor. Let Also-2 = E-AI=z_
Fig. 22 represent a synchronous motor and generator, Z Z,

E ' =_a A b ElZ2 Z + E2 ZZ,
ElE1Z=_ E2 EA+ +Z (10)

11 12~~~~~~~~ZI Z2 + Z1 ZS + Z2 ZSIs!~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~EZs Z- E2 (Zl-FZ,)
12

l (11)IZs+Z2ZT
FIG. 22-SYNC.1RONOuS GENERATOR AND MOTOR CONNECTED E1 (Z2 + ZS) - E2 Zs

BY A LINE WITH A SHUINT I1 = + Z Z Z Z (12)

both of constant synchronous impedance, connected Let P2 = power on shaft of motor.
by a line with a shunt. 2P2 = E2r2 + E2 t

2
Z, = generator impedance or impedance from neutral

of generator to point A - (E1Zs- E2 (Z1 + Zs)
Z2 = motor impedance or impedance from neutral of 2 Z1 Z2 + Z1 Zs + Z2 Zs

motor to point A
Zs= shunt impedance (E1Z=-E2 (Z1 + Z,)
EA = voltage at point A Z1 Z2 + Z1 ZS + Z2 Z8
To prove: (1) For all points beyond junetion A, LetZ1Z2 + Z1 Zs + Z2 Z =Zd = ZdeiOd

the actual system in Fig. 22 can be replaced by the Z, + Zs = ZIs = Zle.aS
equivalent system given in Fig. 23, where the shunt Z2 + Zs = Z2s = Z2s ei02S
and generator have been combined in parallel into an

=ZI Zs P2 v vs2 _0Sc(a+as-6d)-V22 COS(61,-Od)equivalent generator of impedance Z1 and Zd Zd
z1+zs

(13)
___ For maximum power with constant excitations

excitation voltage Fl' = El1z and the power at cos (at + 6As- d) = 1 and

breakdown on the actual system is the same as power at aB * D.* = value of a at breakdown = d- 6,, and (14)
breakdownonthefictitioussystem; and (2) for all points z. __
in front of junction A, the actual system in Fig. 22 P2 (max) = 171 172 - 1722 cos (O9d -6k,) (15)
can be replaced by the equivalent system in Fig. 24,ZdZ
where the shunt and motor have been combined into An inspection of equations (13) and (15) shows that
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increasing the excitation of the generator increases the excitations, for points beyond junction A for the two
power on the shaft of the motor, but increasing the systems will be identical.
motor excitation does not necessarily increase the From equation (6) breakdown on the fictitious sys-
power. tem occurs when a', the angle between E1' and E2, is
With constant generator excitation, E1, and constant equal to the total impedance angle Gt.

phase displacement a, the value of V2 corresponding to
maximum power obtained by differentiating equation z - ZZ Z1Z2 +Z+ Zs + Z2 Z, Zd
(13) with respect to V2 is t Z + Z. Z1 + ZS Zls

V VI z, Cos (a + 0G - Gd) (16) - eJ(Gd-ois) - Z1 e
V2 - (z1co6(d G')Zd t

Zls
ifa Ga-0-Os

a' = Ot = Od- Gis

V2 - 2 z 1cos (Od-0] ) (17) From equation (7) maximum power in the fictitious
z1.cos (Gd G~~) system on the shaft of the motor is

Equation (17) gives the critical value of V2 for a
given value of VI. If V2 has this value, an increase in P2 (max) = V ( 1- V2 t
motor excitation will result in less power and the system Zt 1cs
will become unstable.

Consider the power at point a just in front of junc- f V. z Zda
tionA. I~~~~~~f-V`ilsreplaeedbyVlI Z-ztby z and O}t bytion A. ,ZIS by s

Pa = power at point a, Fig. 22 ( -691s)
2Pa = FAIl +EFAIOdl1'

zs zis'
1d2 [Vl Z2zsz2scos(02+0s-°2s)-V22Z,Zs2eQCSl P2 (max) = VI V2 - V22 c'Cos(d - G1s) (22)PI= ~[V12 z2 Z,Z2,COS(02+ 0,- 028)- V21z2 cs0 Zd ZdJ

+V1 V2 {z1 ZS Z2cosCOS(a + G2S- 01 - ,) Equations (15) and (22) are identical; therefore the
- Z,2 Z2 COS (a+ 02)11 ' (18) z a

The system falls out of step when a = B. D. E, E2
Gd- 0,; see equation (14). Substituting a = Od Os 2Z2+ZS
in equation (18) FIG. 24-MOTOR AND SHUNT OF FIG. 22 REPLACED BY

1 EEQUIVLENT MvIOTOR
Pa (max) =--2[V,2 Z2 Z, Z2, cos (02+ Os- 02s)Z,d2 equivalent system of Fig. 23 can replace the actual

-V22z1zS2cos 0 + V1V2 {z1 zz2cos(Gd+ 02.- -2 0,) system of Fig. 22 for points beyond junction A.
-ZS2 Z2 COS (Gd - G, + 02) 11 (19) 2. In the equivalent system represented by Fig. 34

1. In the equivalent system represented by Fig. 23 El Z2 Zs + E2' ZI (Z2 + ZS)
F1'-EA FAF2 F -F EAZ=z1Z2 + Z1 ZS + Z2 zS

[~ ~ zz+18zz _______
Zi Z, Z2 Z2 + Zi Zs
+ (Z +ZZ), (F+' F) I (Z2 + Zs) (El-E2)Z,~~~~~~~~~~~ZZ +

ZS Z Z2ZSZ.
Z1Z2~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~Z+ZZ +ZZ ZI Z, + ZsZ,

and (ZI + ZI)(E,/-E2)Z if E2' is replaced by E2 Z +oZ-I Z2 = E2 ZS+

I Zl Z2 + Z1 ZS + Z2 Z, EA and I are the same as EA and I, of the actual line
as given in equations (10) and (12); therefore the power-

Z1 Z, Zs voltage curves, with constant excitations, for points in
If E' is replaced byE1 Z, + Z /Z1 = El Z1 + Z, front of junction A for the two systems will be identical.

Pa = power at point a, Fig. 24.
F1Z2Z,-+-F2ZlZ, 20 2Pa,= EAI+FXI

and ~ F1,F(Z+, Pa = zd2 [V,2 z2z,zZ2. COS (0?2+0,- 02,)

ZiZ2 +ZZs +Z2Zs (2)-V2'2 z28 z COS 01

Equations (20) and (21) are identical with (10) and + V1 V2' { z1 z2s2 cos ({a'- 01)
(11); therefore the power-voltage curves at constant - z2 z, z2, COS (a{' + 02 + 0 - 02,) } ] (23)
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Z, the excitation voltages of the actual gener-
In equation (23) replace Vj' by V2 and a' by ator and motor in Fig. 25.

Z2s a' = the phase displacement between E1' and E2',
Ot + 2 (02- 02) the excitation voltages of the equivalent gen-
Since erator and motor in Fig. 26.

= Phase displacement between EA and EB, the
Zt =

Zd- eid -2) - t ej6t and terminal voltages in Fig. 25.
Z2 + Z3 Z2s Z2s = Phase displacement between EA' and EB

the terminal voltages in Fig. 26.
Z2 Z = Z') e162 With voltages maintained at the ends of the line in

Z2 + Zs Z2s both cases, the power at c as a function of 3 and the

a' =t+2 (02 02') = Od- 023+2 (02s- s) - d+ Os- 2 0, power at c' as a function of A' are given by equation (5).
With A = ,B' the power at c' is the same as the power at

Al Z C B Z2 C, also the current in the line is the same in both sys-
El1 E2 tems. With ,B known, a is determined and with f'

II 2 iknown, a' is determined. As power over the line in-
iZ,3 aZ4 creases, 3 = 3' increases, and a and a' increase. It

I3 I47 will be shown that the difference between a and a'
T T is constant for all loads, or a' = a + -y, where -y is a

constant angle. When the actual system breaks down
FIG. 25-LINE WITH END SHUNTS AND SYNCHRONOUS with an angle 'B . D . between motor and generator

GENERATOR AND MOTOR excitation voltages there is a certain definite power at c.
For this same power at c' on the equivalent system

and equation (23) and equation (19) will be identical aB' . D . (value of a' corresponding to 'B . D.)
and the equivalent system of Fig. 24 can replace the = B. D. + y
actual system of Fig. 22 for points in front of junction A. If a' = a + -y for all loads

Appendix D it will also be shown that aB. D. + ry = 0 +2 (02-02')
Proof that a line with end shunts, having a syn- To prove: (1) With maintained voltages EA

chronous motor at one end and a synchronous generator and EB at the ends of the line and the same power at
at the other end, both of constant synchronous impe- c and at c', a' = a + -Y, where 'y is a constant; and
dance, and voltage regulators at the ends of the line, can (2), 'B. D. + -y 0t + 2 (02 - 02').
be replaced, for all points of the line, by a line without Proof: (1) Let I be the current in the line for both
shunts and equivalent generator and motor. The systems corresponding to any given load.
impedance of the line will remain unchanged, the From Fig. 25
impedance of the equivalent generator will be the im- EA
pedance of the given generator and the shunt at the El =EA + Zl(I + A )
generator end in parallel and the impedance of the
equivalent motor will be the impedance of the motor .-. E1 Z3 = EA (Z1 + Z3) + Z1 Z3 I (24)
and the shunt at the receiver end in parallel, and the From Fig. 26
power at breakdown on the actual system will be repre- Z1 Z3
sented by the power on the fictitious system corre- El' = EA + Z ZI
sponding to a phase displacement between motor and 1 + 3
generator excitation voltages equal to 0A, the total .@. (Z1 + Z3) E1' = EA (Z1 + Z3) + Z1 Z" I (25)
impedance angle of the fictitious system plus the con-
stant angle 2 (02 - 02'), where 02 is the actual motor A 4 C Z2
impedance angle and 02' the equivalent motor I
impedance angle. FIG. 26-EQUIVALENT SYSTEM FOR FIG. 25

Let Fig. 25 represent the actual system and Fig. From equations (24) and (25)
26 the equivalent system. Fr' Zt Z4 Zn Z25)

It must be shown that with voltages maintained at = 3 =Z z/1 l= (l-)
the ends of the line, the power at c' is the same as the F1 Z1 + Z3 Z1 +Z3 1
power at c and the power at breakdown on the actual (26)
system is obtained on the fictitious system with an In like manner
angle between equivalent generator and motor excita- E, Z Z
tion voltages equal to Ot, the total impedance angle 2= 4,+ Z4 2+ / 2= - j8'e'
+ 2(02- 02'). 2 Z+Z + 42 Z
Let ag = the phase displacement between F1 and F2, (27)
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From equation (26) E,' leads El by the angle Appendix E
(01'- 6') and from equation (27) E2' leads E2 by the Determination of the angular positions of the
angle (02' 02) induced voltages of generator, synchronous motor and

a't = + (01' - 01) - (02' - 02) = a + -y synchronous condenser when maximum power is
Where y = (01' - 1) - (02' -02) = constant. delivered to the shaft of the motor and all excitations
(2) From Fig. 25 are held constant.

Fig. 27 represents a synchronous motor of impedance
EB-E2

12- (28)I = (28) Z1 EB Z2

EA- EB El - EA EA EB- E2 EB I, 12

15 Z = Z, Z3 Z2 Z4 IC Ze

(29)
E

From (29) EB can be expressed in terms of E1 and E2 C
Fromn(29Ehiscanuesubetexpressedin8). trsfFad,FIG. 27-SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR, MOTOR AND CONDENSER
and this value substituted in (28).

,E Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5+E2 Z4 Z5(Z, Z3+±Z Z±5+Z Z5) Z2 and excitation voltage E2 and a synchronous con-
FE = [Z2 Z4 + Z5 (Z2 + Z4)] denser of impedance Z, and excitation voltage EC

[ Z, Z3 + Z5 (Z, + Z3)] - Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 having the same terminal voltage EB. The total
impedance from the neutral of the generator to this

El Z2 Z3 Z4 + E2 Z4 (ZI Z3 + Zl Z5 + Z3 Z5) terminal is Z,.
12 = Z2 [Z5 (Z,+-Z3) (Z2 + Z4) EB-E2

+ Zl Z3 (Z2 + Z4) + Z2 Z4 (Z, + Z3) I= Z2

_E EB- Ec
Z2 I=

El Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4+E2 Z, Z4(ZI Z3+Z, Z5+Z3 Z5) El - EB EB- E2 EB- E
Zl Z2 (Zl + Z,) (Z2 + Z4) II =IC + I2 = Z2 +

Z2 0~~~~~~z Z2z

ZZ Zl Z3 Z2 Z4

butZ,-j- Z5+ +1~~z+Z 2 3+24 E

where Al = the total impedance of the equivalent system, GENERATOR, MOTOR AND CONDENSER
and 6, = the total impedance angle, Fig. 26.

I2=z,iz,( zl t,) ( zYk+z) * EB-F,Z2ZC +F E2Z, Zc ±FEcZ,Z2
l3 Z3+Z 2+zZC+Z ZcZ

but Z5 +~~ ~ ~ ~-+ zt zt eo E

Z5(Z+Z3) (Z2+Z4) +Z ZZ +) ZiZ2-Z1IC+Z2Zc
2P2= E2I2 ±2I2 = 2(poweronshaftof motor) E Z2,+ E2Z I- F (Z, + Z2)

P2 = V1V2 cosZ( + +c Z2 + Z6Z,+ Z2Z6Zl Z2 Z, Let P. = power on the shaft of the condenser.

-2V,' (constant) P2 = power on the shaft of the motor
Formaximumpower cos(a + 61' + 026'-f 6-6,- 6) 2P-0 E IO + E-I = 0

ZIand TakeF, as reference vector, thentB.D = 6, (6,' ± 6,'- 6,- 6,) F. = F. = -ce°=V
.B.D+ y = 6,+2(6- 6,') F, = V,eia, E, = V e-Ja

and a'B. D. = aB. D. + ty = 6,e + 2 (6,- 6,') (30) F, = V, e-iti E2 - V2e Fig. 28.
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zi P2 V12B sin 2d + V1V, A sin/ (32)
Let =A ejaLet-2 AZI Zc + Z2 el dP2 = 2V2B cos 2 A+ VI V, A cos/,.

ZI Z2 + ZIZ + Z2Z dIJd2
G1ZI-FZIZC-HZIZC for maximum power. dP2 = 0 and

Z2 - C __

V, ~~~~~AZ1Z2 +ZAZ+Z Z2Z, -Ce v I (__ \V, 2 -+
A eia +B eib - Deid coS 8V1B J\ / 8 V, BB 2
A eja + C e-c = F eAf
2Pc =P, (C eJc E, + A eJa E2 F eifEE) since B X

+ E, (C e-1c E, + A e-Ja E2 -F e-if F,)
0 = V1 7C COs (a + C) + V2 V,A cos (3-a) V17IV<( X1 2A+

-Vc2Fcosf Cos =- _( Xi ) 2

V2A VF (3)
. cos (af A-c) =- V C cs (-a) A+ VcCO f Equations (32) and (33) may be used to obtain

approximate values for the power transmitted over a
(31) line with a condenser at the center.

2 P2 = F2 (B eb E1 -+ A eJa E,-D e1" E2) Z, and E the synchronous impedance and excitation
+ E2 (B e-b El A A eJa ER,-D eid F2) voltage of the condenser refer to the -equivalent impe-

P2 = V11V2 B cos (ao +A + b) + V2 Cc A cos (/ A a) dance and equivalent excitation voltage which can be
-D V122 cos d (32) obtained from the condenser characteristic at a given

Equation (31) gives a as an explicit function of /. excitation.
If this value is substituted for a in equation (32) LetE, = actualexcitationvoltage
P3 will be expressed in terms of 3 and known quanti- ,
ties. To find the value of /3 for which P2 is a maximum Et = eqiaentexcitat voltage
it is necessary to differentiate this equation. This E = cndns tminalvotage
does not give a simple formula for ,3 corresponding to Xc = synehronous impedance at 100 percent
maximum power, but by using equations (31) and (32) vol a givenn
it is possible to determine whether a given system
carrying a specified load is stable or unstable. For the d Et

* . a . ~~~~~~~~~~~Xc au 100 per cent voltage and givenspecified load P2, a and : are known. Since the excita- d ag
tions remain fixed, P2 can only be increased by an in- excitation.
crease in a and /. Assume a slightly larger value of W E cltono

I~~~~~~~~~~~When E, i'S close to normala = a'. From equation (31) calculate /' and from
equation (32) calculate P2' corresponding to the new E,, - 1 1 -Et
angles a' and ,B'. If P2' is larger than P2 then the x-c A c
system is stable under the load assumed. If P2' is
less than P2 the system is unstable. ( EEXc'-Xc'A-Xc -E 1
When the motor is a fictitious motor made by com- - Xc -t Xc

bining the impedances of the shunts at the receiver end
in parallel with the impedance of the synchronous EC'-Et
motor, it is necessary to determine whether the power Xi
given to the actual motor increases or decreases with
an increase in a and 3. E Xc'-Xc' + X, dEt

Neglecting resistance, equation (31) becomes E X and X.c d I
V2A

cos (a - 90 deg.) - V7 C cos (/ + 90 deg.) Appendix F
VIc The equivalent r may be obtained from the general

V2A circuit constants, or the general circuit constants may
sinae VC sin /3 be obtained from the equivalent ii-.

1 ~~~~~~~~~LetA, B, C and D be the general circuit constants.
For a condenser at the center of a line connecting a Es = the sending-end voltage

generator and motor of equal impedances, Z1 = Z2, Er = the receiver-end voltage
A = CandV1 = 172. Z. = the architrave impedance of the equivalent wr

. . sin(x= sin/3and Y3= the admittance of the shunt at the generator end
az = , of the line.
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Y4 = the admittance of the shunt at the receiver end = Ir + Er Y4 + E, Y3
of the line. = Ir + Er Y4 + Y3 Er (1 + Y4 Z5) + Y3 ZS Ir

13 = the current in the generator end shunt = Ir (1 + Y3 Z5) + Er (Y3 + Y4 + Y3 Y4 Z5) (37)
Equating the coefficients in equations (34) and (36)14 = the current in the receiver end shunt and in equations (35) and (37),

Is = current at the sending end A = I + Y4 Z5
I, = current at the receiver end B -Z5

Using equivalent circuit constants, C -Y3+ Y4 Y3Y4Z5
D 1+ Y3Z5

Es = A Er + BIr (34) Z5= B

Is = CEr+ D Ir (35) D- 1

From the equivalent 7r, B

Es = Er + (Ir + I4) Z5 A- i
= Er + (Ir + Er Y4) Z5 B
= Er (1 + Y4 Z5) + Z5 Ir (36) Discussion

Is = Ir + I3 + I4 For discussion of this paper see page 80.

Practical Aspects of System Stability
BY ROY WILKINS1

Associate, A. 1. E. E.

Synopsis-During the past fewv years there has been much it was possible to secure oscillographic records 200 mi. apart by
discussion regarding the behavior of long transmission lines under telephone signal.
transient conditions, such as flashovers, short circuits, arcs and The tests established the following important facts:
grounds which would tend to make them unstable, but unfortunately 1. System stability as a problem is inextricably entangled with
this discussion has been largely theoretical due to the absence of any operating economics, and cannot be handled solely as a problem in
actual operating data upon which to base assumptions. It has only design, except for very simple cases. 2. For any adequate conclu-
been recently that an opportunity has been afforded to make field sions to be reached much more fundamental data are necessary.
tests on one of the two existing 220-ky. systems and the results of 3. Requisite equipment for obtaining such data is not nov available.
such a series of tests mnade on the system of the Pacific Gas and Elec- 4. Studies of models and artificial transmission lines are not
tric Compan, are presented in the paper. adequate because too little is known about the relative importance

This is the first instance where tests of this ncature have been of the several factors to allow intelligent duplication. 5. Proper
attempted and the lack of proper testing equipment proved a serious relay equipment and action is vital. 6. Oil-switch operation is an
handicap. It was necessary to develop a special high-speed oscil- important factor. 7. Only a certain part of the stored energy of a
lograph wvattmeter, a high-speed oscillograph filmholder and a pilot system is available in any given case of trouble. 8. Operating
generator. M1oreover the technique of testing was developed so that distribution of excitation current is one of the major problems.

A S transmission networks have grown in economic Opportunity was afforded to carry out tests on one
importance and kilowatt capacitv, the problem of the two existing transmission systems having long
of stable operation has assumed an increasingly 220-kv. transmission lines feeding a large load network;

greater importance, culminating in 1922-23 in studies consequently a series of tests were carried out early in
of the proposed long distance transmission of large 1925 on the transmission system of the Pacific Gas and
blocks of power to important market centers in the Electric Company to secure definite operating data on
Atlantic States. In the consideration of these pro- several of the points in question. The data accumu-
posals a detailed study of system stability was con- lated on the test were an attempt to determine what was
sidered essential. Preliminary theoretical analysis required on a network in order to predict its character-
of the several problems encountered was presented at istics with respect to stability. It cannot be too
the Midwinter Convention of the Institute in1924, strongly emphasized that data securedarefora specific
and showed a decided lack of agreement on the methods condition on a given system and that such lack of agree-
of attack and the results obtained. ment as evidenced in the calculations made in the past

-- ~~~~~~isdue not so much to differences in mathematical
1. Assistant Engineer, Division of' Hydroelectric and Trans-tramn as todfeecsi*supin aei

mission Engineering, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San readtthrltiemptncofhesvalatr.
Francisco, Ca.lif..readtth eavempracoftesealatr.

To be presented at the Midwinter Convention of the A. 1. E. E., In the tests these factors are naturally included in
New York, NT. Y., February 8-11, 1926. their proper proportion and place, and any calculation
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